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Temperature, humidity and movement sensor Sensibo Room Sensor

Sensibo Room Sensor - Temperature, Humidity, and Motion Sensor
Sensibo Room Sensor is a temperature, humidity, and motion sensor that will  enhance your comfort and convenience. This innovative
product  will  transform  your  home  into  a  haven  of  comfort,  providing  precise  monitoring  of  metrics,  energy  efficiency,  comfort,  and
seamless  integration  with  your  smart  home  system.  Sensibo  Room  Sensor  is  the  perfect  solution  for  those  who  value  convenience,
savings, and control over their indoor environment. This sensor works exclusively with the Sensibo Air controller.
 
Intelligent Climate Monitoring
The  Sensibo  Room  Sensor  accurately  monitors  temperature  and  humidity  in  real-time,  ensuring  optimal  conditions  in  every  room  for
comfort and well-being. Thanks to the high-precision sensors, you can always be sure that your home environment is optimally tailored
to your needs.
 
Seamless Compatibility
Designed to work seamlessly  with the Sensibo Air  ecosystem, this  sensor  easily  integrates with existing Sensibo devices.  This  feature
allows for quick and easy connection to your smart home system, ensuring that all devices work together harmoniously to provide the
best user experience.
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Personalized Comfort
Create the perfect conditions in your home by customizing the climate to your preferences. Using data from the Sensibo sensor, you can
create personalized comfort zones, ensuring ideal living and working conditions for every family member.
 
Home Automation Integration
The Sensibo Room Sensor seamlessly integrates with popular voice assistants and home automation platforms such as Amazon Alexa,
Google Assistant, and Apple HomeKit. This feature allows for easy climate control in your home using simple voice commands.
 
 
Specifications:
BrandSensibo
ModelRoom Sensor
Dimensions65 x 65 x 17mm
AppsiOS, Android, HTML5
ConnectivityWiFi 802.11 b/g/n @ 2.4GHz, DHCP, or static IP address, SSL encryption
SensorsHigh-precision temperature and humidity sensors, universal infrared receiver
Supported  Air  Conditioners  and  Heat  PumpsAny  air  conditioner  or  heat  pump  with  a  remote  control.  This  includes  mini-splits,  high
mounts, window air conditioners, portable units, and central air conditioning with a wireless remote control.

Price:

€ 90.50

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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